
Dear Gary, 

ound this on my desk. 
Thought I'd mailed it some time ago. Sorry. 

The FOIA lawsuit in which 1  used that I refer tulip te FBI damage -control 

tickler was CA 78-0522-C420. iq's the combined Dallas and lloW Orleans field office 

recent yw.rs. I've said 

I can do with it and 

f it, especially not 

of what I have no 

oxtea copies of that I think might interest you. Please do not ITlk about it be- 

cause - do nOl-Want to waste any of the time that remains for me in pointless 

49 ,lorrespondonce. In it I add .ens motive, moans and opportunity. It is quite 

specific in stating it is not intended or presented as a solution, that i does 

no no V4 than address motive, moans _rul opportunity with what was publicly available 

antihnd never been drawn together that way. 

The title isjliaKqtbAhqatoYmya. The subtitle is Our ktrAumlovign 

an the JIJ  Assassination. 

Several professors you do not islow are more than merely impressed by it. 

As are these who have seen 1190stIlLsigag. 

The copies addressed to uallen are for your information only, to give you 

an idea of why I've not made any futthnr efforts for .:blication when I'v so much 

on paper that could go. 	 qe 
I believe that 2ublisher's Liroup West might include a sjali publisher who 4f 

might have an inyorest but I've riot written the guy who runs it, Charlie Winton, 

because he distributos for Carroll Graf and because Gallen is his counsel. 

Gallen was a dear and cherished friend until he became copublishor. 

cases. The case agent who lied his head off on tickJirs was 

tut and other FBI records to alleged perjury to himy wALA 

I've done much work of which you have no knowledge in 

just about nothing abou. any of it beCause there is nothing 

becauss 1  do now aunt to be tied up in questions about any 

from the nuts. Several years azo I finished the rough draft 

Jolus a. Phillips. I used 
L-0" 	/12, 


